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THE DEL MAR DAILY NEARLY
MISSES ITS PRINT DEADLINE
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER!

By: Larke Wendt

Truthfully, it was a slow news
cycle and the paper was
looking quite dull, but the
news must be circulated,
even if it is  a humdrum
message. Dryan Know-
bottom, Editor in Chief of the
Daily Del Mar deserves all the
credit for his rallying cry and
approving the overtime we
needed to get the edition to
print.
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APRIL EDITION

When I tell you it rained, you
would think me mad for
underselling it so! The deluge
we experienced had all of our
copies of the April edition
underwater! With only a few
hours to go til the deadline we
had no edition and no paper
to print it on!! 

Forecast:
reported to be rising red. Expect bad
omens and turbulent nights.

The morning sun has been 

THE

In all its long history, The Del
Mar Daily has prided itself on
never missing an edition. 

He even brought in duffnauts
and trickle rush bean brew to
keep us fed and hydrated!
The duffnauts were
especially exquisite!

How did we get two
paragraphs in without even
telling you what happened?
We really aren’t certain and
the details are still being
argued about throughout the
city. At exactly late morning,
the sky went dark and a
cloud appeared over The Del
Mar Daily’s downtown office.
No rain was expected, so the
windows were left open to
enjoy the beautiful spring
breeze off the White Depths.

I feel Editor Knowbottom will
agree with this intrepid
reporter for bestowing the
true hero title to our gnomish
printer, Pranfield. Turns out
this is one loyal gnome. He’s
worked under the radar at The
Del Mar Daily since anyone
can remember. He had a crate
of blank newspaper stashed
in  storage that we used to get
this edition to you. 

Quinder Sealbar, the founder
of the Del Mar Daily, would
have been rolling over in his
grave just yesterday to think
that the famed Del Mar Daily
might not make it to print! But
he’s settled snug in his grave
moss today as the talented
and proficient staff beat all
odds to get the news out!

Pranfield had this to say, “I
always have a stock of items
on hand for just such an
emergency! My pa and his pa
before him were printers for
The Del Mar Daily, and as they
used to say, “The print must
go on!”

So there you have it! Disaster
semi-averted and the good
reputation of your news outlet
remains intact! Keep an eye
out for an upcoming expose
on the entire staff here at the
Del Mar Daily where you’ll get
to know Pranfield the hero a
little better!
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